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These are poems that have brought back into Indian English poetry the sumptuousness of emotions in all
honesty of experience and, at the same time, are in keeping with the ancient Dravidian aesthetics. Lyricism
of the spirit, of being one with the moment, of savouring the wonder of being, shines through them. The
robust diction, unusual word-combinations and the ability to transform the most common into the
extraordinary, set this poet apart. The affirmative resurgence of the self through Indian English poetry is best
exemplified here. A J Thomas, Asst. Editor of Indian Literature; winner of the Katha Award, Hutch
Crossword Award and AKMG Prize These poems come to me from a distant place and arrive at the center of
the soul, the family, forest, city - where poetry is universal.
Susan Bright, poet, recent titles: Breathing Under Water, The Layers of Our Seeing, publisher of Plain View
Press

Sweetness of Salt is hugely evocative to the senses with its exotic saffron bricks, watermelon tea, curry
leaves. What moves me most is the way the poet has wrought memory work almost like wrought-iron or
lattice work: his themes are familial love, and sensuous reminiscence. Of the house he was born in, he can
remember: "Tile-roofed coolness / and saffron brick floor" patterned with ancestral footsteps. This is a
brilliant journey well worth taking.
Lynn Strongin, poet, recent titles: Dovey & Me, The Birds of the Past Are Singing and The Girl with
Copper-Colored Hair

MK Ajay exposes the molten lava at the center of our active volcanoes. Language erupts from below the
surface in a startling explosion of burning and beauty.
Pamela L. Laskin, poet, author of Remembering Fireflies, director, Poetry Outreach Center, The City
College, NY

Every once in a while comes a voice that sings with such clarity and vision that one needs to stop and take
pause. MK Ajay's poems emerge from the heart and explore the very depths of the soul. Lyrical, haunting,
filled with light and beauty, Sweetness of Salt spans generations and reaches across cultures, binding them
together like a golden thread in language that lilts and sparkles.
Mike Maggio, poet, author of deMOCKracy

MK Ajay serves up lush, rich language in his exotic poems, layering jarring image over dreamlike image
over the present, over the past.
Elaine Heveron, author of Email To Cleveland
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From reader reviews:

Alex Lynch:

As people who live in the modest era should be upgrade about what going on or facts even knowledge to
make these individuals keep up with the era which can be always change and move ahead. Some of you
maybe will certainly update themselves by examining books. It is a good choice for you but the problems
coming to a person is you don't know which one you should start with. This Sweetness of Salt is our
recommendation to help you keep up with the world. Why, as this book serves what you want and want in
this era.

Ryan Brown:

This book untitled Sweetness of Salt to be one of several books in which best seller in this year, that's
because when you read this guide you can get a lot of benefit on it. You will easily to buy that book in the
book retailer or you can order it by means of online. The publisher with this book sells the e-book too. It
makes you quickly to read this book, as you can read this book in your Mobile phone. So there is no reason
for you to past this guide from your list.

Kevin Kennard:

Precisely why? Because this Sweetness of Salt is an unordinary book that the inside of the guide waiting for
you to snap the item but latter it will zap you with the secret that inside. Reading this book beside it was
fantastic author who write the book in such remarkable way makes the content on the inside easier to
understand, entertaining means but still convey the meaning entirely. So , it is good for you for not hesitating
having this any more or you going to regret it. This amazing book will give you a lot of advantages than the
other book possess such as help improving your ability and your critical thinking approach. So , still want to
hold off having that book? If I ended up you I will go to the reserve store hurriedly.

Heather Killen:

You are able to spend your free time to study this book this publication. This Sweetness of Salt is simple to
create you can read it in the playground, in the beach, train as well as soon. If you did not include much
space to bring the printed book, you can buy often the e-book. It is make you simpler to read it. You can save
the book in your smart phone. Consequently there are a lot of benefits that you will get when one buys this
book.
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